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The medial temporal structures, including the hippocampus and the entorhinal cortex, are critical for the ability to transform daily experience into lasting memories.
We tested the hypothesis that deep-brain stimulation of the hippocampus or entorhinal cortex alters memory performance.
METHODS

We implanted intracranial depth electrodes in seven subjects to identify seizureonset zones for subsequent epilepsy surgery. The subjects completed a spatial learning task during which they learned destinations within virtual environments. During half the learning trials, focal electrical stimulation was given below the
threshold that elicits an afterdischarge (i.e., a neuronal discharge that occurs after
termination of the stimulus).
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RESULTS

Entorhinal stimulation applied while the subjects learned locations of landmarks
enhanced their subsequent memory of these locations: the subjects reached these
landmarks more quickly and by shorter routes, as compared with locations learned
without stimulation. Entorhinal stimulation also resulted in a resetting of the phase
of the theta rhythm, as shown on the hippocampal electroencephalogram. Direct
hippocampal stimulation was not effective. In this small series, no adverse events
associated with the procedure were observed.
CONCLUSIONS

Stimulation of the entorhinal region enhanced memory of spatial information when
applied during learning. (Funded by the National Institutes of Health and the Dana
Foundation.)
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L

oss of the ability to remember is one
of the most dreaded afflictions of the human
condition. Decades of research and clinical
observations have established that declarative memory, the ability to remember recently experienced
facts and events, depends on the hippocampus and
associated structures in the medial temporal lobe,
including the entorhinal, perirhinal, and parahippocampal cortexes.1
Deep-brain stimulation has emerged as a technique to treat neurologic and neuropsychiatric
disorders, including Parkinson’s disease, dystonia,
depression, and obsessive–compulsive disorder.2-5
The nature of the stimulation-induced modification of the neural circuit that results in improvement in patients with these disorders is not
completely understood. However, it has been established that the ability of deep-brain stimulation
to modify brain functions depends on the application of stimulation at specific sites in the complex
neuronal circuitry underlying these functions.2-5
In rodents, electrical stimulation of the perforant pathway, which originates in the entorhinal
cortex and projects into the hippocampus, results
in long-term potentiation, release of acetylcholine,
and resetting of the theta phase, all of which are
associated with improved memory.6-9 It has also
been shown that electrical stimulation can enhance neurogenesis in the hippocampus.10 Whether direct stimulation of this entorhinal output to
the hippocampus enhances learning is not known.
However, stimulation of targets in the lateral hypothalamus in rodents during learning resulted
in improved performance on tests of subsequent
memory.11
The few studies involving direct electrical stimulation of the hippocampus in humans have generally shown a disruptive effect on memory. Studies
have shown that stimulation of the hippocampus
above the threshold for eliciting an afterdischarge
(i.e., a neuronal discharge that occurs after termination of the stimulus) on the electroencephalogram (EEG) results in memory impairments.12,13
More recently, bilateral stimulation of the hippocampus during learning was shown to have a
negative effect on subsequent recognition memory.14,15 To test the hypothesis that site-specific
stimulation at a particular phase of information
processing enhances memory performance in humans, we applied deep-brain stimulation to tar-
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gets in the hippocampal and entorhinal regions
in seven subjects with pharmacoresistant epilepsy while they learned locations within a novel
virtual environment.

ME THODS
STUDY SUBJECTS

The subjects were seven patients with pharmacoresistant epilepsy (Table 1, and Tables 1, 2, and 3 in
the Supplementary Appendix, available with the
full text of this article at NEJM.org) in whom intracranial depth electrodes were implanted for 7 to
10 days in order to determine the area of seizure
onset for possible surgical resection. They met
clinical criteria for the surgical procedure of
depth-electrode placement.21,22 We implanted the
electrodes stereotactically, using guidance from
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and digital
subtraction angiography.22,23 The electrodes
(Adtech) had platinum contacts for EEG recording and for stimulation.
We placed the electrodes solely on the basis of
clinical criteria. Six of the seven subjects had entorhinal electrodes, and five of the seven had at
least one hippocampal electrode. Four of the seven
subjects had both entorhinal and hippocampal
electrodes implanted ipsilaterally, allowing EEG
data from the hippocampus to be usefully recorded
during entorhinal stimulation. Only one electrode
fell within a determined seizure-onset zone (Table
2 in the Supplementary Appendix); we excluded
data obtained with the use of this electrode from
a repeated analysis. All research was carried out at
the UCLA Medical Center; the study protocol was
approved by the center’s institutional review board.
The subjects provided written informed consent to
participate in the study.
STIMULATION

Stimulation was current-regulated and chargebalanced, with biphasic rectangular pulses set
below the threshold for afterdischarge, which was
identified on the basis of pretesting (range, 1.0 to
2.0 mA). The subjects were unaware of the stimulation condition, and no subject reported noticing any effect of stimulation. Electrode contacts
were stimulated through an interface with a Grass
C-12 stimulator and a Telefactor relay box (both
from Astro-Med) and a Stellate Harmonie 6.2ef
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Table 1. Clinical Characteristics of the Seven Subjects.*
Subject
No.

Verbal IQ Digit Span

Verbal Memory
WMS

Visual
Memory

Executive
Function

CVLT
percentile

1

102

91

84

84

24

90

2

—

2

25

1

1

1

3

77

16

5

16

1

1

4

81

16

1

2

1

58

5

117

95

50

1

8

21

6

113

75

50

69

63

6

7

103

21

84

69

34

27

* Verbal IQ (verbal IQ for Subject 2 was not obtained) and digit span (i.e.,
attention) were calculated with the use of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence
Scale,16,17 verbal memory by means of the logical memory portion of the
Wechsler Memory Scale (WMS) and the long-delay free-recall portion of the
California Verbal Learning Test (CVLT),18 visual memory with the use of the
30-second delayed version of the Rey–Osterrieth Complex Figure Test,19 and
executive function by means of the Trail Making Test, Part B.20

recording system (Stellate Systems). Stimulation
was bipolar, with the electrodes placed 1.5 mm
apart (surface area, 0.059 cm2), with a cycle of
5 seconds on and 5 seconds off at a frequency of
50 Hz and a pulse width of 300 μsec. The current
ranged from 0.5 to 1.5 mA, with stimulation ranging between 2.5 and 7.6 microcoulombs (μC) of
charge per square centimeter per phase, which is
well below the safe maximum used for long-term
and short-term stimulation (30 and 57 μC, respectively).24,25 The impedance of the electrodes was
between 1 and 4 kΩ. Limits for stimulation
were a voltage of up to 3.0 V, a pulse width up to
450 μsec, and a frequency up to 130 Hz, which
are considered safe and are well tolerated in patients with epilepsy who have depth electrodes in
the temporal lobe26; similar stimulation levels
have been used to control epileptic seizures.27
During all sessions involving deep-brain stimulation, a neurologist was present to monitor the
subject and view the real-time EEG for afterdischarges.
BEHAVIORAL TASKS

The subjects completed a spatial learning task that
consisted of navigation through a virtual environment to deliver passengers to stores (Fig. 1 in the
Supplementary Appendix). This task has been used
in several studies showing recruitment of the medial temporal lobe during navigation.28-30 The study
504
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was performed in accordance with the protocol
(available at NEJM.org), which includes mention of
a test of deep-brain stimulation during egocentric
training; we have yet to carry out this part of the
protocol.
For the entorhinal-stimulation condition of the
study, we tested six subjects (all except Subject 5),
each in a single testing session. For the hippocampal-stimulation condition of the study, we tested
four subjects unilaterally (Subjects 2, 3, 4, and 7),
and we tested Subject 5 with left and right hippocampal stimulation separately. Thus, there were
six tests of retention of memory after stimulation
of the entorhinal area and six tests of retention of
memory after stimulation of the hippocampus.
Each test consisted of four blocks of navigation
trials. In each testing session, subjects learned to
navigate to six stores in a virtual environment to
drop off passengers; each store was repeated in
each of the four blocks (for a total of 24 navigation
trials for each brain region tested). During the first
three blocks, stimulation was applied during navigation to three of the six stores. For each subject,
stimulation was applied consistently, according to
the store, across blocks. For example, during each
of the first three blocks of the test, Subject 1 received deep-brain stimulation while navigating to
stores 1, 3, and 5 but not to stores 2, 4, and 6;
Subject 2, on the other hand, received deep-brain
stimulation while navigating to stores 2, 4, and 6
but not to stores 1, 3, and 5. The order of the stores
was randomized among the blocks, with stimulation and nonstimulation alternating between consecutive trials within each block. Three subjects
navigated to the first store during entorhinal
stimulation; the other three navigated to the first
store in the absence of entorhinal stimulation.
Each store occurred equally often in stimulation
and nonstimulation conditions across subjects.
Stimulation was applied throughout the entire
trial in 5-second on–off trains; the trial duration
varied, depending on the time needed for the subject to locate the store (mean [±SE] trial time,
14.8±1.8 seconds). No stimulation was given during the fourth block of navigation trials.
The four blocks were separated by 2-minute
intervals during which the subjects carried out two
control tasks (see the Methods section in the Supplementary Appendix). These tasks were designed
to determine whether any effect of stimulation on
spatial learning was due to improvement in motor
or perceptual abilities.
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We quantified spatial learning by first calculating the shortest path length (i.e., the ideal path)
from the location of passenger pickup to dropoff at the target store destination.31 Next, the actual path length was calculated. The key dependent
variable in the study was the excess path length,
which was calculated by subtracting the length of
the ideal path from the length of the actual path
to the store for each trial (Fig. 2A in the Supplementary Appendix). Shorter excess path length indicated better performance by the subject. We also
quantified latency as an additional measure of
navigation efficiency, which was calculated as the
time (in seconds) from passenger pickup to dropoff at the store. The path lengths to stores within
a condition (stimulation or nonstimulation) were
not equal. However, the path lengths to stores
across conditions (stimulation vs. nonstimulation)
were equal.

A

12

B

ELECTRODE LOCALIZATION

Before implantation of the depth electrodes, subjects underwent MRI with a head-only, 3-tesla scanner (Magnetom Trio, Siemens) (see the Methods
section and Table 3 in the Supplementary Appendix
for details of scanning parameters and electrode
localization). We delivered deep-brain stimulation
using the two most distal contacts of each electrode
(Fig. 1). At least one contact of each electrode in
the entorhinal region was within the alvear bundle,
which includes the perforant pathway.
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS

We obtained EEG data from the hippocampus in
the four subjects in whom we placed electrodes in
both the entorhinal region and the ipsilateral hippocampus. Each data record (sampling frequency,
200 Hz) was filtered for theta (3 to 8 Hz), alpha
(9 to 14 Hz), beta (15 to 35 Hz), and gamma (36 to
100 Hz) frequency bands. To determine whether
phase resetting occurred in the hippocampus after
stimulation of the entorhinal region, waveforms for
5-second periods before and during each stimulation train were averaged separately for each trial.
Phase resetting produces greater alignment of
waves across trials and thus greater amplitude in
the averaged waveform.9 We then calculated the
percentage increase in theta-phase resetting for the
5-second period after the onset of stimulation, as
compared with the 5-second period before the onset of stimulation. See the Methods section in the
Supplementary Appendix for more details.
n engl j med 366;6
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Figure 1. High-Resolution Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(MRI) in Two Subjects with Implanted Electrodes.
Coronal high-resolution MRI scans show electrodes imaged on postoperative computed tomographic (CT)
scans coregistered to the MRI scans. The two most distal
electrodes (numbered 1 and 2, with 1 marking the most
distal electrode) are shown in the left entorhinal region
in one subject (Panel A) and the ipsilateral hippocampus
in another subject (Panel B). For all subjects, the two
most distal electrodes were used for stimulation.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

For each stimulation site (entorhinal and hippocampal), we completed a two (stimulation vs. nonstimulation condition) by three (blocks 1, 2, and 3)
repeated-measures analysis of variance for latency
and excess path length. For retention block 4, we
compared the median latency and median excess
path length for navigation to store locations that
had been learned while stimulation was applied
with those learned in the absence of stimulation
during blocks 1, 2, and 3, using the Wilcoxon
signed-rank test, with a P value of less than 0.05
considered to indicate statistical significance. To
examine effects in individual subjects, for each testing session we calculated the average percent reduc-
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Figure 2. Behavioral Performance on Spatial Learning Tasks.
The graphs show the behavioral performance of six subjects on spatial learning tasks during stimulation and nonstimulation of the entorhinal region (Panels A and C) and the hippocampus (Panels B and D). Shown is the average
latency (Panels A and B) and excess path length (Panels C and D) across the six spatial learning trials for blocks
1 through 4 during stimulation and nonstimulation. I bars indicate standard errors for mean values among the
subjects for each condition.

tion in excess path length during block 4 for each
of the three locations that had been learned during periods with stimulation in blocks 1, 2, and
3, and compared the data with the average percent reduction in excess path length during block
4 for each of the three locations that had been
learned without stimulation in those blocks. We
performed a two-tailed binomial sign test for the
entorhinal region to examine whether the number
of subjects who had shorter path lengths in the
stimulation condition exceeded the number expected by chance.
To compare the amplitude of the average EEG
waveforms during the 5 seconds after the onset of
stimulation and the 5 seconds before the onset
of stimulation, we calculated the paired-sample
t-statistic (i.e., t(3); 4 subjects and 3 degrees of freedom), with a P value of less than 0.05 considered
to indicate statistical significance (Bonferronicorrected for multiple frequency bands). We did
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the same comparison for the 5 seconds after the
onset of a navigation trial and the 5 seconds
before the onset of a navigation trial during trials
with no stimulation. The phase-resetting analysis was repeated for each frequency range. To ensure that theta-phase resetting was not due to
increases in the power of each navigation trial’s
rhythm, we also compared the average of the individual trial waveform amplitudes (average theta
power) in the stimulation and nonstimulation conditions (Fig. 4C in the Supplementary Appendix).

R e sult s
BEHAVIORAL TASKS

Each subject completed all blocks of trials, and each
block lasted an average of 88.6±11.0 seconds. Figure 2 shows the average of the subjects’ behavioral
performance during spatial learning with unilateral stimulation of the entorhinal region or hippo-
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Figure 3. Reduction in Excess Path Length.
The percentage reduction in excess path length is shown for each subject during block 4 (i.e., retention) for store
locations that had been learned during stimulation of the entorhinal region (Panel A) and hippocampus (Panel B)
in blocks 1, 2, and 3, as compared with store locations that had been learned without stimulation. The maximum
reduction that could occur was 100%, which is an excess path length of zero. The six sessions of entorhinal stimulation in all subjects (except Subject 5, who did not receive entorhinal stimulation) showed improvement in memory
(reduced excess path length). The six sessions of hippocampal stimulation were from Subjects 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7; Subject 5 was tested for the right (5R) and left (5L) hippocampi separately. There was no consistent effect of stimulation of the hippocampus across subjects.

campus. During block 4 of the navigation trials, we
tested the subjects’ memory of the store locations.
In the six subjects, we observed significantly shorter latency (Fig. 2A) and shorter excess path length
for locations that had been learned during stimulation of the entorhinal region in blocks 1, 2, and
3, than for locations that had been learned without stimulation (latency, z = −2.20, P = 0.03; excess
path length, z = −2.20, P = 0.03; effect size, [Cohen’s]
d = 1.74) (Fig. 2A and 2C, respectively). These results show that stimulation of the entorhinal region
during navigation results in an enhancement of
performance on subsequent navigation. In each of
the six subjects, we observed enhancement of performance (i.e., reduced latency and reduced path
length) of the tasks learned with entorhinal stimulation, as compared with performance of the tasks
learned without such stimulation (P = 0.03). The
average reduction in excess path length across the
six subjects during retention for navigation learned
with entorhinal stimulation was 64% (Fig. 3).
We observed improvement in memory performance across a wide range of neuropsychological
test scores (Table 1, and Table 2 in the Supplementary Appendix). For example, Subject 2, whose
scores on standardized tests showed impaired
memory and executive function, had an 86.9% reduction in excess path length for locations learned
during stimulation, as compared with those
learned without stimulation. Subject 1, who pern engl j med 366;6

formed relatively well without stimulation, had a
38.9% reduction in excess path length for locations learned during stimulation. For five of the
six subjects, navigation to each of the three stores
learned during stimulation was faster and shorter
than navigation to each of the three stores learned
without stimulation, indicating a consistent effect.
Direct hippocampal stimulation in six subjects
had no effect on their performance of the spatial
learning tasks, as compared with no stimulation,
with respect to both latency (z = 0.52, P = 0.69) (Fig.
2B) and excess path length (z = −0.52, P = 0.69)
(Fig. 2D). Excess path length was equally likely to
be longer or shorter after learning with hippocampal stimulation, as compared with learning in the
absence of stimulation to the hippocampus.
Neither entorhinal nor hippocampal stimulation significantly affected reaction-time performance on the guided navigation control task or the
perceptual store-matching task (Fig. 3 in the Supplementary Appendix).
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL DATA

In the four subjects who had electrodes placed in
the entorhinal region and ipsilateral hippocampus,
the power of the averaged theta rhythm (phase resetting) after entorhinal stimulation showed an increase of 44.3±6.9% during stimulation, as compared with the period before stimulation (t (3) = 10.72,
P = 0.002) (Fig. 4). There was no significant differ-
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ence in the percentage change in theta-phase resetting for comparable alternating 5-second periods in nonstimulation trials (nonstimulation period
vs. preceding period, t(3) = −1.35; P = 0.30). An analysis of differences in individual trials in theta
power and theta-phase resetting in one subject are
shown in the Methods section and Figure 4 in the
Supplementary Appendix.

Discussion
Spatial navigation depends on spatial memory.
Most common tasks of daily living, such as finding one’s car in a parking lot, are critically dependent on the medial temporal lobe. Our results show
that spatial learning in humans can be enhanced
by electrical stimulation of the entorhinal region,
a specific site within the medial temporal lobe and
the chief gateway into the hippocampus. Indeed,
stimulation of the entorhinal region while subjects
were learning was associated with improvement in
508
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memory performance, as measured by speed and
choice of route.
The subjects in this study had epilepsy, a neurologic disease that may affect memory function.
It is not clear that our findings can be generalized
to patients with other neurologic disorders. We
did, however, observe an improvement in performance when the medial temporal lobe in persons
with epilepsy was stimulated and regardless of
baseline memory performance, a finding that suggests that improvement could occur in patients
with other memory impairments (e.g., Alzheimer’s
disease).
Whether other types of learning and memory
(such as verbal or autobiographical) can be similarly enhanced awaits future study, as does the
determination of the existence of laterality effects.
Neuropsychological data suggest that the left medial temporal lobe is better suited to verbal learning32 and that the right medial temporal lobe is
better suited to nonverbal (e.g., visuospatial) learning.33 Although two subjects in our study had
stimulation in the left entorhinal area, our study is
too small to support conclusions about laterality
effects. Much more work is required to determine
whether electrical modulation of memory circuits
could be used as a therapeutic strategy to enhance
function in patients with memory disturbances.
Improvement of memory performance has been
observed in a single case study in which deep-brain
stimulation of the hypothalamus and fornix to
treat morbid obesity improved verbal recall.34 Continuous stimulation of this region over a period of
12 months has also been shown to activate the
circuitry of the medial temporal lobe, as measured
with EEG and positron-emission tomography in
five patients with early Alzheimer’s disease,35 although memory enhancement was not shown in
this group. Our findings suggest that the perforant
pathway, the major source of cortical afferent input into the hippocampus, may be preferable as the
site of deep-brain stimulation for memory enhancement. In fact, this is further supported by
a study in rodents that was published after the
completion of the present study.36
An important aspect of the memory-enhancing
stimulation in this study was its application during
the learning phase. This suggests that with the use
of neuroprosthetic devices aimed at cognitive enhancement, stimulation may not need to be applied
continuously but only when patients are attempting
to learn important information. Future studies are
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needed to determine whether stimulation during
the act of recall would also have beneficial effects.
The theta rhythm (3 to 8 Hz) is a large EEG
potential recorded from the hippocampus in rodents and humans29,37 and is thought to aid formation of memories.37 It has been suggested that resetting of the phase of the theta rhythm improves
memory performance by allowing the best possible
encoding of novel stimuli.38 Stimulation of the
perforant pathway in rodents induces resetting of
the theta phase and produces favorable conditions
for long-term potentiation.9,39 In four subjects in
our study who had contacts implanted in the entorhinal region and ipsilateral hippocampus, we
observed theta-phase resetting in the hippocampus
during stimulation of the entorhinal region. In a
study that used functional MRI in humans, learned
information that was associated with increased

spontaneous activity in the entorhinal cortex was
subsequently remembered better40 than learned
information with no such associated activity, suggesting that increased entorhinal input to the hippocampus can improve learning. Our preliminary
results support the hypothesis that stimulation
that enhances memory also induces theta-phase
resetting and provide evidence supporting a possible mechanism for stimulation-induced memory
enhancement in humans.
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